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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF KANSAS 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,  ) 

      )       

  Plaintiff,   ) 

 v.     ) Case No. 19-20052-JAR-JPO 

      ) 

FENG TAO     )  

 a/k/a “Franklin Tao,”   )  

      ) 

  Defendant.   )  

 
MOTION TO DISMISS THE INDICTMENT 

INTRODUCTION  

The government has alleged that Dr. Franklin Tao, a tenured engineering professor at the 

University of Kansas (KU), failed to disclose to KU that he had taken a teaching job in China and 

that, as a result of this failure to disclose, Dr. Tao was able to retain his professorship and receive 

a salary, some of which was funded by federal grants. Dr. Tao’s receipt of his salary, according to 

the government, therefore constitutes wire fraud and program fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 

1343 and 666—notwithstanding that there is no allegation that Dr. Tao failed to perform any of 

his employment responsibilities as a KU professor.   

The government’s investigation into Dr. Tao grew out of fabricated allegations by a 

disgruntled, unpaid visiting scholar at KU, who, after failing to extort Dr. Tao for $300,000, later 

admitted to the FBI that she hacked into Dr. Tao’s email account to fish for “evidence” she could 

provide to the FBI and then, using phony aliases, fabricated complaints to both KU and the FBI 

regarding Dr. Tao. Given this origin of the government’s investigation, it is not surprising that the 

central premise of the government’s allegations is factually incorrect: Dr. Tao never accepted a 

teaching position in China and, therefore, he had no obligation to make any disclosure to KU. Dr. 

Tao’s Conflict of Interest form was completely accurate when he represented that he had no 
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conflict that would interfere with his teaching responsibilities at KU, and it would have been false 

had he certified otherwise.  

For purposes of this Motion to Dismiss, however, even if the facts alleged in the Indictment 

were true and Dr. Tao had, in fact, accepted a teaching position in China, the Indictment still fails 

to state an offense for several reasons.  

First, the Indictment fails to allege that Dr. Tao ever actually “engag[ed] in” any teaching 

or other work assignment in China that “interfere[d] with him meeting his faculty teaching and 

research responsibilities at [KU],” which would have been required for his alleged statement in the 

Conflict of Interest form to have been false or misleading.  

Second, the scheme alleged in the Indictment was one to “continue his employment with 

KU,” yet, as multiple courts have held, the maintenance of employment is not “money or property” 

as is required for the scheme to violate the wire fraud or program fraud statutes.  

Third, the program fraud counts allege that Dr. Tao schemed to continue in his employment 

and therefore receive salary, but the program fraud statute itself exempts from criminal liability 

receipt of “bona fide salary [or] wages,” which is exactly what the Indictment alleges Dr. Tao 

received.  

Fourth, the program fraud counts must be dismissed or consolidated because they 

collectively allege a single scheme by Dr. Tao to continue his employment at KU by making a 

single misrepresentation, which alleges a single offense. The division of this alleged conduct into 

three separate counts merely because KU allegedly received federal funds from three different 

federal grants constitutes improper multiplicity that would violate the Double Jeopardy Clause and 

prejudice Dr. Tao before a jury. Thus, these counts must be dismissed or consolidated under 

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 12(b)(3)(B)(ii). 
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Fifth, the Indictment’s prosecution theory under the wire fraud and program fraud statutes, 

if adopted by the Court, would turn garden-variety employment disputes into wire and program 

fraud criminal cases. This result would violate the fair warning requirement of the Due Process 

Clause because no employee of common intelligence would believe that a mundane, workaday 

misrepresentation to an employer could violate those statutes and net up to a twenty-year prison 

sentence.  

For all of these reasons, the Indictment must be dismissed under Federal Rules of Criminal 

Procedure 12(b)(3)(B)(ii) and (v).   

BACKGROUND 

Dr. Franklin Tao is a tenured associate professor of engineering at KU. He was born in 

China in 1971, and, after obtaining an undergraduate and Master’s Degree in Material Science in 

China, he moved to the United States in 2002 to study at Princeton University, where he received 

his PhD in Chemistry. After Princeton, Dr. Tao worked for four years as a post-doctoral student at 

the University of California at Berkeley, and then became a tenure-track assistant professor of 

Chemistry and Biochemistry at the University of Notre Dame. In 2014, Dr. Tao was hired as a 

tenured professor of Chemical Engineering at KU. Dr. Tao has been a full-time Miller associate 

professor at KU since that time, teaching chemistry and chemical engineering courses.  

The government’s investigation of Dr. Tao was instigated by a slew of fabricated tips made 

to the FBI and to KU by an unpaid visiting scholar at KU, Huimin Liu, under her own name, a 

fictitious name, and also while posing as at least two other individuals known to Dr. Tao. In the 

Spring of 2019, Liu was angry with Dr. Tao because she thought that she should have received 

greater attribution from Dr. Tao as a co-author on certain manuscripts of research works at KU. 

Upset that Dr. Tao would not change her attribution, she demanded that he pay her $300,000—an 
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amount she said “is not much”—or else she would falsely accuse him of economic espionage. 

Incredibly, Liu put these threats and extortionate demands in emails that she sent to Dr. Tao. 

For example, on April 21, 2019, Liu wrote: “If you are no[t] sure how much you should 

compensate me, I could suggest a level. It should be in the level of millions of RMB. For example, 

2 million RMB. Do not consider it [ ] too much. You ruined my future. Do not consider it [ ] too 

much.  It is also your future.” 1 Ex. A.2 The next day, Liu emailed Dr. Tao again: “I am not mindful 

of narrow personal gains and losses. But when anything that belongs to me is taken away, my 

counterattack will be very strong and very extreme. I think that you wanted to have this experience, 

so I am satisfying your wish. I am very busy, but I can always spare some time to do something.” 

Ex. B.  

 On April 30, 2019, Liu submitted an anonymous complaint to KU’s Environment, Health 

and Safety System, alleging that Dr. Tao took “another full term paid position in his home country 

China.” Ex. C. On May 12, Liu, using the name of a former post-doctoral student of Dr. Tao’s, 

emailed the FBI about Dr. Tao, falsely claiming that Dr. Tao had taken a position in China. Ex. D. 

On June 3, Liu, using the fictitious name “Chris Liang,” emailed KU and claimed that Dr. Tao 

submitted similar and overlapping research proposals in the U.S. and China. Ex. E. On the 

following day, June 4, Liu, this time using her own name, filed two complaints with KU—one 

with the Office of Integrity and Compliance and one with the Internal Audit Office—about her 

authorship dispute with Dr. Tao. Ex. F. Within fifteen minutes of making these complaints to KU 

on June 4, 2019, Liu e-mailed Dr. Tao and threatened to accuse him of economic espionage: “I 

                                                 
1 Two million RMB is roughly equivalent to $300,000.  

2 Although the Court need not consider this background and the attached exhibits to decide this 

Motion, the defense submits these exhibits to provide helpful context for the unprecedented 

prosecution theory charged in the Indictment.  
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know that the issue with [your] tenure position in the United States cannot be solved even if I 

haven’t reported you about your byline being incorrect. However, it seems the term ‘tech spy’ is 

very popular nowadays.” Ex. G. On June 9, Liu, this time using the name of a post-doctoral student 

of Dr. Tao’s, made good on her threat to accuse Dr. Tao of espionage. She filed a false complaint 

about Dr. Tao with the FBI and accused him of economic espionage for giving intellectual property 

to China. Ex. H.  

During this same time frame, Liu was also sending Dr. Tao apologies for her threatening 

behavior. For example, on April 30, Liu wrote: “I know my temper is not good occasionally and I 

also know offending words are not polite. However, it is difficult for me to change it.” Ex. I. On 

May 3, Liu wrote: “I am sorry for what I did in this year, especially yesterday. I am sorry for my 

bad temper to you.” Ex. J. And on May 3, Liu’s “mother” wrote an email to Dr. Tao, purportedly 

apologizing on behalf of Liu: “She is too young and not mature. She has … caused so much trouble 

for you. I am really sorry! I hope that you can be kind and forgive her. We have already spoken to 

her. She will personally apologize to you in a moment, and promise that this will not happen 

again.” Ex. K. 

It was Liu who supplied the “evidence”—in the form of the unsigned offer of employment 

from Fuzhou University—to the FBI that spurred it to open this investigation. Initially, Liu told 

the FBI she obtained this “evidence” from Dr. Tao’s secretary, a fact she later admitted to the FBI 

was a lie. In actuality, she obtained the unsigned contract by hacking into Dr. Tao’s computer and 

accessing his emails. Ex. L. Liu also admitted to the FBI that she used fictitious names in sending 

her complaints about Dr. Tao to KU and the FBI and that she had hacked into Dr. Tao’s e-mail 

account to download the research proposals she provided to the FBI as “evidence” of Dr. Tao’s 

wrong-doing. Id. 
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Liu’s lies to the FBI succeeded in wreaking her revenge on Dr. Tao. The FBI immediately 

opened a grand jury investigation involving the National Security Division of the Department of 

Justice, which culminated in the arrest and Indictment of Dr. Tao. Rather than prosecute Huimin 

Liu for extortion, false statements, and computer fraud—and notifying Dr. Tao that he was the 

victim of a federal computer crime under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act—the government 

has instead charged Dr. Tao with fraud for allegedly failing to disclose a job offer to KU. 

Remarkably, Liu has not been charged with any offenses, despite her admission to the FBI of 

knowingly making false statements and spelling out her extortion demands in writing.   

THE INDICTMENT 

The government alleges that, on September 25, 2018, Dr. Tao failed to disclose in a KU 

Conflict of Interest form that he had taken a teaching job at Fuzhou University in China even 

though the form required that he “secure approval prior to engaging in” “any external professional 

activities” that “interfere with him meeting his faculty teaching and research responsibilities at 

[KU].” Indictment ¶ 10, No. 2:19-CR-20052 (Aug. 21, 2019), ECF No. 1 (the “Indictment”). The 

government further alleges that, as a result of this failure to disclose, Dr. Tao “was able to continue 

his employment with KU,” and KU paid Dr. Tao his regular salary. Id. ¶ 7. According to the 

government, this alleged misrepresentation constituted wire fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 

§ 1343, because it permitted Dr. Tao to continue to earn his salary from KU, and program fraud, 

in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(1)(A), because KU allegedly received three federal grants over 

the prior year. Critically, however, the government does not allege that Dr. Tao failed to perform 

any of his employment responsibilities that he was required to perform in exchange for his salary. 

Id. ¶¶ 8–10.  

As a factual matter, the central premise of these allegations is simply incorrect: Dr. Tao 
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never accepted a teaching position at Fuzhou University in China, or anywhere else, let alone 

moved to China and shirked his obligations at KU, and, therefore, he had no obligation to make 

any disclosure to KU. Indeed, in the Fall of 2018—when, according to the Indictment, Dr. Tao 

worked full-time in China—Dr. Tao instead taught Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics at KU 

on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday to more than 90 students, and he held office hours on 

Wednesday and Friday afternoons. His Conflict of Interest form was completely accurate, and it 

would have been inaccurate if he had instead indicated that he had a conflict of interest due to his 

acceptance of a job to work at another university.  

But even assuming the facts alleged in the Indictment were true for purposes of this Motion 

to Dismiss, the Indictment must be dismissed because it fails to properly allege the offenses 

charged.  

ARGUMENT 

I. The Indictment must be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(3)(B)(v) and (ii) because it fails to 

state an offense and also suffers from multiplicity.  

A motion to dismiss an indictment pursuant to Rule 12(b)(3)(B)(v) for failure to state an 

offense turns on “whether the allegations in the indictment, if true, are sufficient to establish a 

violation of the charged offense.” United States v. Todd, 446 F.3d 1062, 1068 (10th Cir. 2006). 

The Indictment in this case fails that test.   

The Indictment attempts to transform what is, at best, a garden-variety employment 

dispute—alleging that Dr. Tao did not inform his employer, KU, that he had accepted employment 

at another university and then continued to work and draw salary from KU—into a string of federal 

fraud offenses, which convictions provide for a statutory maximum of fifty years in prison. Not 

only did Congress not intend this draconian result, but the plain language of the wire fraud and 

program fraud statutes does not allow it. Because the Indictment fails to allege conduct that violates 
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the wire fraud or program fraud statutes, this Court should dismiss the Indictment under Federal 

Rule of Criminal Procedure 12(b)(3)(B)(v). The Court should also dismiss the Indictment under 

Rule 12(b)(3)(B)(ii) because it charges one offense in three separate counts and therefore suffers 

from multiplicity.  

A. The Indictment fails to allege a misrepresentation as required to state the offenses of 

wire fraud and program fraud.  

The government must allege that Dr. Tao made a misrepresentation to obtain money or 

property in order to properly plead its wire fraud and program fraud counts. See Indictment ¶¶ 9–

16 (alleging that Dr. Tao made “false statements concerning his lack of a conflict of interest” in 

order to obtain salary in violation of the wire fraud and program fraud statutes); see generally 18 

U.S.C. §§ 1343, 666(a)(1)(A).3 The Indictment fails to adequately allege this crucial element.    

The wire fraud and program fraud counts in the Indictment are based on a single purported 

misrepresentation that Dr. Tao allegedly made to KU through an online certification in a Conflict 

of Interest form on September 25, 2018. Indictment ¶ 10. The online certification allegedly stated 

that Dr. Tao “agreed to secure approval prior to engaging in” “any external personal professional 

activities” that would “interfere with him meeting his faculty teaching and research 

responsibilities.” Id.4 This certification was false, the Indictment asserts, because Dr. Tao allegedly 

signed a contract four months earlier to work at another university: “Beginning on or about May 

                                                 
3 To be sure, not all program fraud counts may require a misrepresentation, such as when a 

defendant embezzles from a bank account over which he has control. But the government’s 

program fraud theory in this case is that Dr. Tao obtained continued employment and salary due 

to his alleged misrepresentation on the Conflict of Interest form. Indictment ¶¶ 9–16. These counts 

therefore require proof of a misrepresentation.  

4 The government does not appear to contend that Dr. Tao’s certification that he “read and 

understood” the Conflict of Interest policy was false or misleading. Indictment ¶ 10. If it does, 

these alleged certifications also fail to constitute misrepresentations because the Indictment does 

not allege that Dr. Tao did not read and understand the policy.     
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1, 2018, Tao signed a five-year ‘Changjiang Scholar Distinguished Professor Employment 

Contract.’ The contract required Tao to be a ‘full time’ employee at Fuzhou University.” Id. ¶ 7.  

Even taking these allegations as true, the Indictment fails to allege that Dr. Tao made a 

misrepresentation to KU because the Indictment fails to allege the single fact that would be 

necessary to render the certification false or misleading: that Dr. Tao actually engaged in an 

external professional activity that interfered with his faculty teaching and research responsibilities 

at KU without obtaining prior approval from KU. Critically, the Indictment does not allege that 

Dr. Tao actually taught at Fuzhou University. It also does not allege that Dr. Tao’s responsibilities 

at Fuzhou University—and, in fact, there were none—interfered with his faculty teaching and 

research responsibilities at KU.5   

The allegation that Dr. Tao signed a contract to work for Fuzhou University, moreover, 

does not render the certification false or misleading. Putting aside that Dr. Tao never actually 

signed the contract with Fuzhou University,6 even if the allegation were true, signing a contract to 

                                                 
5 Even if the Indictment had alleged that Dr. Tao worked at Fuzhou University, this would not be 

sufficient to render his certification false unless the job interfered with his faculty teaching and 

research responsibilities at KU. Indictment ¶ 10. The Indictment itself alleges that “employment 

outside [KU] can result in real or apparent conflicts of interest regarding commitment of time or 

effort,” not that it is a per se conflict of interest for which an employee must seek prior approval 

from KU. Id. ¶ 6.  

6 Special Agent Lampe of the FBI made it abundantly clear to the grand jury that the contract from 

Fuzhou University was not signed by Dr. Tao, notwithstanding the allegation in paragraph 7 of the 

Indictment to the contrary:   

 

The Witness:  The series of complaints also provided a contract, albeit unsigned, between 

Tao and this university, the Fuzhou University. . . . 

Grand Juror: So he didn’t sign his own contract or the university didn’t sign a contract? 

A. So we were provided with a contract, an unsigned contract anonymously. 

 ***** 

Grand Juror:  So the contract with Fuzhou University was not signed? There is no 

evidence of any signed contracts? 

The Witness:  No. 
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teach at another university does not equate to engaging in an external professional activity that 

could itself interfere with Dr. Tao’s faculty teaching and research responsibilities. The review and 

execution of a simple teaching contract would take mere minutes. Entry into a contract also does 

not establish performance of the contract. Indeed, parties to a contract routinely rescind or breach 

contracts by failing to perform. Thus, as alleged, Dr. Tao would not have been required to disclose 

and secure prior approval from KU before entering into the contract—only before actually 

performing under the contract by teaching full-time at Fuzhou University while obligated to teach 

at KU. The Indictment fails to allege any such performance of the contract, which is fatal to its 

charges.     

In sum, because the Indictment lacks any allegation that Dr. Tao engaged in an external 

professional activity that interfered with his work at KU without securing prior approval from KU, 

the Indictment fails to include an allegation that rendered Dr. Tao’s online certification false or 

misleading. The Indictment must therefore be dismissed in its entirety, as this deficiency infects 

all counts.    

B. The Indictment fails to allege a scheme to obtain money or property as required to 

state the offenses of wire fraud and program fraud. 

To state the offenses of wire fraud and program fraud, the government must allege that Dr. 

Tao obtained or sought to obtain money or property from KU. See Indictment ¶ 9 (alleging that 

Dr. Tao committed wire fraud by scheming to deprive KU of “money and property”); id. ¶¶ 12, 

14, 16 (alleging that Dr. Tao committed program fraud by embezzling, stealing, or obtaining by 

fraud “property worth at least $5,000”); see also 18 U.S.C. § 1343 (proscribing schemes involving 

uses of the wires “to defraud, or for obtaining money or property by means of false or fraudulent 

pretenses, representations, or promises”); id. § 666(a)(1)(A) (proscribing embezzlement, theft, or 

                                                 

Grand Jury Tr. at 8–9, 26. 
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obtaining by fraud “property” that is “valued at $5,000 or more”). The government failed to meet 

this pleading obligation because its Indictment alleges that Dr. Tao schemed to maintain only his 

employment—not to obtain money or property—and subsequently received salary in exchange for 

full performance of his teaching and research obligations.  

The Indictment alleges that Dr. Tao schemed to falsely certify the Conflict of Interest form 

in order to “continue his employment at KU.” Indictment ¶ 7. The Indictment further alleges that 

his continuation of his employment at KU led to his continued receipt of salary. Id. ¶¶ 7, 9, 12, 14, 

16. These allegations do not establish the required element that Dr. Tao schemed to obtain money 

or property, even if Dr. Tao’s continuation of his job led to salary payments. Dr. Tao’s alleged 

misrepresentation is not what led to his salary. He earned his salary by fully performing his 

teaching and research obligations at KU and the Indictment fails to allege otherwise.  

Courts have agreed that a so-called “scheme” to maintain employment is not a scheme to 

obtain money or property, even if continued employment leads to continued salary payments. For 

example, in U.S. v. Billmyer, No. 94-29-01-JD, 1995 WL 54471, at *9 (D.N.H. Feb. 3, 1995), the 

court held that allegations in an indictment failed to state the offense of mail fraud where the 

defendant Honda employee concealed from Honda that he accepted kickbacks in violation of 

Honda’s conflict-of-interest policy but continued to receive salary from Honda that he would not 

have received if he had disclosed his conduct to Honda. The court rejected the government’s 

argument that “fraudulent obtainment of salary” satisfied the “money or property” element. Id. 

The court distinguished between a scheme “undertaken for purposes of obtaining the salaried 

positions” where “the defendants were directly charged with fraudulently procuring their positions 

for purposes of defrauding their employers of salary payments,” which could satisfy the money-

or-property element, with a scheme by a current employee to “continue[ ] to accrue [ ] salary,” 
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which cannot satisfy the element. Id.  

In United States v. Facteau, No. 1:15-cr-10076-ADB, 2016 WL 4445741, at *10 (D. Mass. 

Aug. 22, 2016), the district court agreed with the Billmyer court. The court also distinguished 

between a defendant’s mere maintenance of a job and salary—such as is alleged here—and a 

fraudulent attempt to obtain increased compensation: “[W]hile the mere maintenance of a 

preexisting salary or employment did not satisfy the ‘money or property’ requirement of the wire 

fraud statute, obtaining a new position, an increase in salary, or the payment of a bonus could be 

sufficient, as long as the benefits were obtained through the fraudulent scheme, and the defendant 

was not otherwise entitled to receive those benefits.” Id.  

Here, like the indictments in Billmyer and Facteau, the Indictment merely alleges a scheme 

by Dr. Tao to “continue his employment at KU,” not a scheme to obtain money or property. 

Indictment ¶ 7. As the Indictment makes clear, Dr. Tao had already been employed by KU for four 

years at the time he submitted the online certification in the Conflict of Interest form. See id. ¶ 3 

(alleging that Dr. Tao had been a professor at KU since August 2014). The Indictment does not 

allege that Dr. Tao was an unqualified job applicant who fraudulently procured a job by making 

misrepresentations about his credentials in order to receive salary. Nor does it allege that he was 

an existing employee who made a misrepresentation in order to receive increased compensation in 

the form of a bonus, e.g., by inflating the number of hours he worked. By alleging a “scheme” to 

merely maintain his job, the Indictment runs headlong into the legal defects articulated in Billmyer 

and Facteau. See Billmyer, 1995 WL 54471, at *9; Facteau, 2016 WL 4445741, at *10. 

The absence of a scheme to obtain money or property is particularly problematic here, 

where there is no allegation that Dr. Tao failed to perform his teaching or research obligations at 

KU, and he instead earned his salary by fully performing those obligations. Dr. Tao received no 
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improper windfall, and KU received everything it bargained for when it continued to employ and 

pay salary to Dr. Tao in exchange for his teaching and research. It cannot be said, therefore, that 

Dr. Tao fraudulently obtained that salary.  

Even if continued employment could constitute money or property due to the receipt of 

salary—and it cannot—there is also no allegation that the alleged misrepresentation was directly 

linked to Dr. Tao’s receipt of salary. The Indictment does not allege that, had Dr. Tao disclosed 

the alleged contract with Fuzhou University to KU in the Conflict of Interest form, KU would have 

terminated Dr. Tao’s employment and stopped paying him salary. To the contrary, had Dr. Tao 

disclosed the alleged contract, KU would have told Dr. Tao that he needed to choose either KU or 

Fuzhou University, and he could not work full-time at both.7 Perhaps, Dr. Tao could have delayed 

having to have this awkward conversation by failing to disclose the contract, but the outcome of 

that action would not have resulted in Dr. Tao receiving unearned money or property either.8  

                                                 
7 Special Agent Lampe testified that if Dr. Tao had disclosed the contract KU would not have 

automatically fired him; instead, the university would have made him choose where he wanted to 

work:  

The Witness: If he did tell the truth, if went to the University and said, hey, 

I got a new job at Fuzhou University, what would have happened? 

Grand juror: He wouldn’t be working. 

The Witness: They would have said you can’t work here anymore, or you can quit 

that job and stay here, take your pick. So if he doesn’t disclose that, then he can 

maintain both jobs and he can maintain his access to the U.S. job.    

Grand Jury Tr. at 32.   

8 Special Agent Lampe’s testimony before the grand jury is illustrative of this point, as he struggled 

to explain how KU was damaged as a result of the alleged scheme: 

The Witness: The nondisclosure is the fraudulent part which leads to the 

program fraud.  

Grand juror: Did he share the research information with the Chinese University? 

A: I don’t know. I don’t know. 

Grand Juror: How is KU damaged in this, I guess, is what I’m not clear about? 
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Because the Indictment fails to allege a scheme to obtain money or property as to any of 

the wire fraud and program fraud counts, the Indictment must be dismissed in its entirety.  

C. The program fraud counts fail to state an offense for the additional reason that they 

allege conduct that meets the statutory exemption for bona fide salary.  

The program fraud counts in the Indictment fail to state an offense for the additional reason 

that, even if a scheme to maintain employment leads to salary that could satisfy the money or 

property element, which it cannot, the program fraud statute exempts such schemes from liability 

so long as the salary is “bona fide” and paid “in the usual course of business.” Compare Indictment 

¶¶ 12, 14, 16 (alleging embezzlement, theft, or fraud of “property” consisting of Dr. Tao’s “salary” 

in violation of § 666(a)(1)(A)), with 18 U.S.C. § 666(c) (stating that § 666 “does not apply to bona 

fide salary, wages, fees, or other compensation paid, or expenses paid or reimbursed, in the usual 

course of business”). Because the program fraud counts allege conduct that fits squarely within 

the bona fide salary exemption in § 666(c), those counts do not state an offense and must be 

dismissed. 

To survive dismissal, “[a]n accusation for a statutory offense need only charge enough 

facts to show that the accused is not within any exception in the statute; and it is sufficient when 

it negates an exception in the statute, even though the negation is not phrased in the words of the 

statute.” United States v. Anderson, No. 98–20030–01/07–JWL, 1999 WL 79654, at *5 (D. Kan. 

Jan. 19, 1999) (quoting Wharton’s Crim. P. § 268 (13th ed. 1990)).  

                                                 

The Witness: It’s not so much that KU is damaged, it’s the fact that the U.S. 

government is damaged. . . . [I]f he had disclosed that he was working for Fuzhou 

University as well, he would not be employed by the University of Kansas or he 

would have had to choose.  

Grand Jury Tr. at 24–25; see also Ex. M.   
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Courts routinely dismiss program fraud counts where the allegations fit within the statutory 

exemption in § 666(c) because the money or property at issue constitutes bona fide salary. See, 

e.g., United States v. Mills, 140 F.3d 630, 634 (6th Cir. 1998) (affirming dismissal of 

§ 666(a)(1)(B) counts in indictment where allegations met § 666(c)’s salary exemption because 

Congress “saw fit to exclude from the reach of the federal statute those individuals and those 

transactions that involved only the payment of bona fide salaries, wages, fees, and other 

compensation”); United States v. Mann, 172 F.3d 50 (6th Cir. 1999) (unpublished decision) 

(affirming dismissal of § 666(a)(1)(A) counts in indictment where allegations met § 666(c)’s salary 

exemption); United States v. Harloff, 815 F. Supp. 618, 620 (W.D.N.Y. 1993) (dismissing 

§ 666(a)(1)(A) counts in indictment where allegations met § 666(c)’s salary exemption). 

Courts have further held that salary payments received by a defendant are bona fide if the 

defendant actually performs his or her job. In United States v. Mills, the Sixth Circuit clarified at 

the outset that the exemption for “bona fide salaries, wages, fees, and other compensation” applies 

to salary payments that are “received by” a defendant. 140 F.3d at 633 (emphasis in original) 

(salary received by the defendant “fall[s] within the scope of the subsection (c) exception”); accord 

Mann, 172 F.3d at 50. The court further held that “the value of the yearly salary of [a defendant], 

if bona fide, should not be considered in establishing the $5,000” element in the program fraud 

statute. Id. Turning to the question of whether the salary alleged in the indictment was bona fide, 

the court concluded that “the salaries to be paid to [defendants] for actual performance of necessary 

. . . duties” constituted bona fide salary. Mills, 140 F.3d at 633. In Mills¸ the government sought to 

skirt this requirement by arguing that the “illegal nature of the employment procurement process” 

tainted the salaries and placed them outside the § 666(c) exemption, but the court disagreed. The 

government failed to “allege that the jobs in question were unnecessary or that the individuals who 
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obtained those employment positions did not responsibly fulfill the duties associated with their 

employment.” Id. Absent such allegations, the court explained, “the government has no support 

for its claims that the salaries paid to the [defendants] were not properly earned ‘in the usual course 

of business.’” Id. at 633–34. The court therefore affirmed the district court’s dismissal of the 

program fraud counts in the indictment. Id. at 634.  

Other courts have agreed with this well-reasoned approach. See United States v. 

Blagojevich, 794 F.3d 729, 736–37 (7th Cir. 2015) (“[Section] 666(c) provides that the section as 

a whole does not apply ‘to bona fide salary, wages, fees, or other compensation paid, or expenses 

paid or reimbursed, in the usual course of business.’ Compensation for a job by someone other 

than a ghost worker is a ‘bona fide salary’ . . . . [B]ona fide employment also applies no matter 

who gets the job.”); Mann, 172 F.3d at 50 (upholding dismissal of indictment because, as alleged, 

the defendant’s “performance of duties as a principal in contravention of state regulations is not a 

federal crime under” § 666, reasoning that “[t]hough [the defendant] lacked appropriate credentials 

under state law, because he legitimately performed the functions of the necessary position of 

principal . . . his wages were ‘bona fide’”); see also Harloff, 815 F. Supp. at 619 (holding that 

wages were bona fide under § 666(c) as alleged in the indictment where defendants were charged 

with embezzlement by working fewer hours than they claimed because the “plain language [of 

§ 666(c)] would prevent making a federal crime out of an employee’s working fewer hours than 

he or she is supposed to work”).  

These cases foreclose the program fraud counts here, where the Indictment fails to allege 

that Dr. Tao’s salary was not bona fide and paid in the usual course of business, or that he did not 

actually perform his employment obligations to earn his salary. Mills, 140 F.3d at 633; 

Blagojevich, 794 F.3d at 736–37; Mann, 172 F.3d at 50. The Indictment does not allege that Dr. 
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Tao’s position was unnecessary and a sham, such as a fraudulently procured no-show or low-show 

job where he was a “ghost worker.” Blagojevich, 794 F.3d at 736–37. Nor does it allege that Dr. 

Tao fled to China with unearned salary in hand. To the contrary, the Indictment merely alleges that 

Dr. Tao should have disclosed to KU that he had purportedly taken a job at another university. The 

Indictment therefore meets § 666(c)’s exemption, rendering the program fraud counts defective. 

Accordingly, the Court should dismiss Counts Two through Four because the charges fit 

squarely within the bona fide salary exemption and therefore do not state an offense in violation 

of § 666(a)(1)(A).  

D. The program fraud counts also suffer from the defect of multiplicity because they 

collectively charge a single offense.   

The program fraud counts, Counts Two through Four, must be dismissed or consolidated 

for the additional reason that they collectively charge a single offense and therefore suffer from 

multiplicity under Rule 12(b)(3)(B)(ii). See Fed. R. Crim. P. 12(b)(3)(B)(ii) (“charging the same 

offense in more than one count (multiplicity)” is a “defect in the indictment” that typically must 

be raised by pretrial motion).  

“Multiplicitous counts are separately charged counts that are based on the same criminal 

behavior.” United States v. Jenkins, 313 F.3d 549, 557 (10th Cir. 2002). They are “improper 

because they allow multiple punishments for a single criminal offense,” id., which “raises double 

jeopardy implications,” United States v. Morehead, 959 F.2d 1489, 1505 (10th Cir. 1992), and 

because they “may improperly suggest to the jury that the defendant has committed more than one 

crime,” id.; see United States v. McCullough, 457 F.3d 1150, 1162 (10th Cir. 2006) (“This court’s 

jurisprudence establishes that multiplicitous sentences violate the Double Jeopardy Clause.” 

(internal quotation marks omitted)).  
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“The test for multiplicity is whether the individual acts alleged in the counts at issue are 

prohibited, or [if] the course of conduct which they constitute [is prohibited].” McCullough, 457 

F.3d at 1162 (brackets and internal quotation marks omitted). If the individual acts alleged in the 

respective counts are prohibited by the statute, “then each act is punishable separately.” Id. In 

contrast, if the course of conduct is prohibited, then “there can be but one penalty.” Id. Stated 

another way, “the court must identify the unit of prosecution of the offense charged,” by focusing 

“on the identification of the key element of the federal offense.” United States v. Jackson, 850 F. 

Supp. 1481, 1497 (D. Kan. 1994) (internal quotation marks omitted). If multiple counts 

collectively charge a single unit of prosecution, they suffer from the pleading defect of multiplicity 

and must be dismissed or consolidated. See id. 

Counts Two through Four are multiplicitous because they collectively charge a single 

scheme and course of conduct by which Dr. Tao allegedly sought to maintain his job at KU through 

a single alleged misrepresentation. See Indictment ¶¶ 11–16. Indeed, each of these three counts 

relies on the same alleged misrepresentation in an “online certification” in the Conflict of Interest 

form submitted on September 25, 2018 that indicated that Dr. Tao lacked a conflict of interest. Id. 

¶ 9. The counts do not allege three separate misrepresentations or even the same misrepresentation 

on three different dates or to three different recipients. See id. Each count also alleges that Dr. Tao 

made this single misrepresentation for the same singular purpose—to maintain his employment at 

KU. See id. ¶¶ 9, 11–16.  

The only purported difference among the three program fraud counts is that KU allegedly 

received and used funds from three separate federal program grants to pay Dr. Tao his salary. See 

id. But the sources of the funds are not “individual acts” by Dr. Tao that are punishable as their 

own “units of prosecution” under § 666(a)(1)(A). Jackson, 850 F. Supp. at 1497. The “unit of 
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prosecution” under § 666(a)(1)(A) is embezzlement, theft, or fraud of funds greater than $5,000 

from an entity that received more than $10,000 in benefits in that year from the federal 

government—irrespective of the sources of the stolen funds. See 18 U.S.C. § 666(a)(1)(A). The 

alleged separate sources from which KU received its funding do not transform Dr. Tao’s alleged 

conduct into three separate crimes. Otherwise, a defendant who embezzles $5,000 a single time 

from a single entity that received federal benefits from 100 different federal grants could 

theoretically be charged with 100 different counts. That absurd result is not warranted by the 

plain language of the statute.   

The district court in United States v. Urlacher, 784 F. Supp. 61 (W.D.N.Y. 1992), reached 

this same conclusion. In Urlacher, the government charged the defendant police chief with two 

counts of embezzlement under § 666(a)(1)(A) that were “identical” with the one exception “that 

the funds which the defendant allegedly embezzled came from different sources” within the City 

of Rochester: the police department and the probation office. Id. at 63. The court concluded that 

§ 666(a)(1)(A) is not “source-specific” and thus does not permit “the government to charge the 

defendant with a separate violation based upon the source of the funds he is alleged to have 

embezzled.” Id. at 63. The court explained that the “unit of prosecution” in § 666 is embezzlement 

of “$5,000 or more” within a “one year period in which the government or agency at issue receives 

more than $10,000 in Federal aid,” and “[i]t makes no difference what the source of the money 

was.” Id. at 64–65. The court therefore held that the counts were multiplicitous and ordered them 

consolidated. Id.  

The same result in Urlacher holds a fortiori here, where the Indictment alleges that Dr. 

Tao fraudulently obtained funds from only one source, KU, despite that KU allegedly received 
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funds from three different federal grants.9 Accordingly, because Counts Two through Four are 

multiplicitous and thus defective, the Court should either dismiss these counts or order them 

consolidated into a single program fraud count.  

E. The wire fraud and program fraud counts violate the fair warning requirement of 

the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.  

As the above discussion demonstrates, the Government’s theory of prosecution is truly 

remarkable. If allowed, it would set a dangerous precedent that any employee who makes a 

misrepresentation to his employer that the employer considers material could be subject to a 20-

year felony for mail or wire fraud, if the misrepresentation was made by email or through the mails. 

That same employee could also be subject to a ten-year felony for program fraud, even absent use 

of the mails or wires, if his or her employer had received more than $10,000 in benefits over the 

prior year. The Court must dismiss these counts because the Indictment’s novel and unsupported 

interpretation of the wire fraud and program fraud statutes would violate the Due Process Clause 

of the Fifth Amendment since the statutes failed to provide fair warning that Dr. Tao’s alleged 

conduct would be criminal.  

Due process of the law requires “fair warning . . . of what the law intends.” United States 

v. Lanier, 520 U.S. 259, 266 (1997) (quoting McBoyle v. United States, 283 U.S. 25, 27 (1931)). 

                                                 
9 Similarly, the government would not be able to charge each pay check as a different count under 

§ 666(a)(1)(A), as these would be part of one alleged scheme to obtain salary using a single 

misrepresentation. See United States v. Swan, No. 1:12–cr–00027–JAW–1, 2012 WL 7219008, at 

*6 (D. Me. Nov. 26, 2012) (holding that § 666(a)(1)(A) counts were multiplicitous because “a 

single scheme that was accomplished by the device of one fraudulent representation” was properly 

charged as a single count, even if it resulted in multiple “installment payments” of ill-gotten funds), 

report and recommendation adopted, 2013 WL 685217 (Feb. 23, 2013); see also United States v. 

Jewell, 827 F.2d 586, 587–88 (9th Cir. 1987) (reversing convictions for counts charging defendant 

with being a government official with a personal interest in a government contract where each 

separate authorization of an invoice was charged as a separate count, because “there was only one 

contract, [and the defendant] was guilty of only one conflict of interest”).  
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Indeed, it is a violation of the Due Process Clause to “tak[e] away someone’s life, liberty, or 

property under a criminal law so vague that it fails to give ordinary people fair notice of the conduct 

it punishes, or so standardless that it invites arbitrary enforcement.” Johnson v. United States, 135 

S. Ct. 2551, 2556 (2015). “A criminal statute must clearly define the conduct it proscribes,” and it 

exceeds a court’s authority to “define new federal crimes.” Skilling v. United States, 561 U.S. 358, 

415 (2010) (Scalia, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment).  

In addition, when a court interprets the bounds of a criminal statute, “the tie must go to the 

defendant,” because “[t]he rule of lenity requires ambiguous criminal laws to be interpreted in 

favor of the defendants subjected to them.” United States v. Santos, 553 U.S. 507, 514 (2008); see, 

e.g., Cleveland v. United States, 531 U.S. 12, 25 (2000) (holding that a state video poker licenses 

were not “property” within the meaning of the mail fraud statute because “to the extent that the 

word ‘property’ is ambiguous as placed in § 1341, [the Court has] instructed that ‘ambiguity 

concerning the ambit of criminal statutes should be resolved in favor of lenity’”).  

The fair warning requirement encompasses three related doctrines: 

There are three related manifestations of the fair warning requirement. First, the 

vagueness doctrine bars enforcement of “a statute which either forbids or requires 

the doing of an act in terms so vague that men of common intelligence must 

necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application. Second, as a sort of 

“junior version of the vagueness doctrine,” the canon of strict construction of 

criminal statutes, or rule of lenity, ensures fair warning by so resolving ambiguity 

in a criminal statute as to apply it only to conduct clearly covered. Third, although 

clarity on the requisite level may be supplied by judicial gloss on an otherwise 

uncertain statute, due process bars courts from applying a novel construction of a 

criminal statute to conduct that neither the statute nor any prior judicial decision 

has fairly disclosed to be within its scope.   

Lanier, 520 U.S. at 266 (citations omitted). “[T]he touchstone” of the inquiry, the Supreme Court 

has instructed, “is whether the statute, either standing alone or as construed, made it reasonably 

clear at the relevant time that the defendant’s conduct was criminal.” Id. at 267.  

Here, the prosecution theory in the Indictment would violate the fair warning requirement 
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because Dr. Tao could not have reasonably known that his alleged conduct would violate federal 

criminal laws. No state employee of common intelligence such as Dr. Tao could conceivably be 

on notice that any misrepresentation to his employer—even one like Dr. Tao’s, which was not 

made under oath—would subject that employee to federal prosecution under the wire fraud and 

program fraud statutes with the possibility of a 20-year prison sentence. An employee who lies to 

his or her employer could reasonably expect to face discipline or even be fired, but in no case 

would he or she think that it would lead to a felony conviction and deprivation of liberty. For this 

reason, it is unsurprising that the defense has unearthed no cases where a court has endorsed such 

an overreaching theory by federal prosecutors in a garden-variety employment dispute like the one 

alleged here.  

Permitting the criminalization of work-place communications in this fashion would result 

in truly bizarre and draconian situations. Take for example the following scenarios, each of which 

is analogous to the allegations in the Indictment: 

 The office manager of a local doctor’s office tells the receptionist that she will be 

fired if she falsely calls in sick again. The receptionist calls in sick after having car 

problems.  

o The doctor’s office receives more than $10,000 per year in Medicaid 

reimbursements from CMS. Can the receptionist be charged with program 

fraud by calling in sick to keep his job?  

o The doctor’s office was in Kansas City, MO, and the receptionist called in 

sick from her home in Kansas City, KS, across state lines. Can the 

receptionist be charged with wire fraud by making a misrepresentation to 

maintain her job? 

 After rumors emerge of employee drug use, the president of a local environmental 

nonprofit orders employees to submit an online certification confirming that they 

have never used drugs while employed by the nonprofit. A computer programmer 

used marijuana six months before at a friend’s party, but falsely certifies in order 

to keep his job. 

o The nonprofit receives more than $10,000 per year in funding from EPA. 

Can the programmer be charged with program fraud by misrepresenting to 

his employer that he never used drugs in order to maintain his job, even 

though he’s a top performer? 
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o The computer programmer works from his home office in St. Louis, MO, 

and submitted the certification to the nonprofit’s headquarters in Kansas 

City, KS, across state lines. Can the programmer be charged with wire fraud 

because he falsely certified in order to maintain his job?       

Under the Indictment’s expansive prosecution theory—which is untethered from the wire fraud 

and program fraud statutes themselves—the answer to each of these hypothetical scenarios would 

be ‘yes.’ If the Court permits this Indictment to proceed to trial, it would open the floodgates to a 

vast range of federal prosecutions for garden-variety employment disputes that otherwise would 

have, at most, subjected the employee to administrative discipline at work.  

More important, the prosecution theory in the Indictment would violate Dr. Tao’s rights 

under the Due Process Clause to have fair warning that his conduct could be subject to criminal 

prosecution. Dr. Tao had no such fair warning. To avoid running afoul of the Due Process Clause, 

the Court should therefore interpret the mail fraud and program fraud statutes in such a way that 

they do not criminalize Dr. Tao’s alleged conduct of failing to disclose an alleged employment 

agreement to his employer.   

CONCLUSION 

The government has stretched the mail fraud and program fraud statutes beyond 

recognition by transforming what is nothing more than an employment dispute between KU and 

Dr. Tao into a nefarious scheme to commit wire fraud and program fraud that could potentially 

deprive Dr. Tao of his liberty for fifty years. 

The prosecution theory in this case calls to mind Judge Easterbrook’s caution that “Sections 

666 and 1346 have an open-ended quality that makes it possible for prosecutors to believe, and 

public employees to deny, that a crime has occurred, and for both sides to act in good faith with 

support in the case law.” United States v. Thompson, 484 F.3d 877, 884 (7th Cir. 2007). Such 

statutory “[h]aziness designed to avoid loopholes through which bad persons can wriggle can 
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impose high costs on people the statute was not designed to catch,” but courts “can curtail some 

effects of [that] statutory ambiguity.” Id. Stated otherwise, “Federal mail and wire fraud statutes 

encompass a broad range of behavior. Their limits can be difficult to draw with certainty. But there 

are limits nonetheless, and they must be defined by more than just prosecutorial discretion.” United 

States v. Weimert, 819 F.3d 351, 370 (7th Cir. 2016).   

These warnings find particular currency in this case, where the government has disregarded 

the limits of the charged statutes and insinuated itself into a basic employment dispute. The Court 

must intercede to curtail clear government overreach. Dr. Tao therefore respectfully requests that 

the Court dismiss the Indictment. 

Dated:  November 17, 2019 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

/s/ Thomas H. Johnson                      

Thomas H. Johnson #13688 

Petefish, Immel, Hird, Johnson,  

Leibold & Sloan, LLP 
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Lawrence, KS 66044 

Tel: (785) 843-0450 

Fax: (785) 843-0407 

tjohnson@petefishlaw.com  

 

Peter Zeidenberg 

Michael F. Dearington 

Laura Zell 

Arent Fox LLP 
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

Re: time spent in helping
1 message

Huimin Liu <huimin.liu@sydney.edu.au> Sun, Apr 21, 2019 at 11:47 PM
To: "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>

If you are nor sure how much you should compensate me, I could suggest you a level. It 
should be in the level of millions of RMB. For example, 2 million RMB. 

Do not consider it is too much. You ruined my future.

Do not consider it is too much. It is also your future. With these money, you could submit 
the proof of your review, without destroying your reputation and relationship with 
professors in FZU. With these money, you could submit papers with both you and Talat 
as co-corresponding authors, without destroying your collaborations. 

It is not much. Only part of your one year's salary.
It is not much. I can not become rich with only this amount of money. Of course, without 
these money, I can also survive by myself.

It is all dependent on you. I do not mind if no compensation is made. However, please do 
not consider I could be compensated at a minimised value. 
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

Re: review article
1 message

Huimin Liu <huimin.liu@sydney.edu.au> Mon, Apr 22, 2019 at 9:12 AM
To: "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>, 陶丰 <taofeng@fzu.edu.cn>, Franklin Tao 
<franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>, "liuhuimin0123@gmail.com" <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com>, 
"liuhuimin08@tsinghua.org.cn" <liuhuimin08@tsinghua.org.cn>, "15810724205@163.com" 
<15810724205@163.com>

Please never say 'how I could help you to move it forward' or 'I would do whatever I could help you 
success'. Sorry I do not need any help for success. I am just requesting what I should deserve. 

不属于我的一分不要，该属于我的一寸不让。这是我的原则。我有把丑话说在前头，我想您记得这句话，'我
不是不斤斤计较的人，但当本属于我的东西被抢走时，我的反击会非常强烈非常极端。'我想您是希望有这种
体验的，所以我是在成全您。

我是很忙，不过总有些空闲时间做些事的。如果连自己的利益都保护不了，那忙那么多干嘛呢？到时不也是
替别人做嫁妆么？！

您也不要责怪别人不替您保守秘密。每个人都有自己的选择。不是每个人都能不受利益诱惑，也不是每个人
都愿意为别人背黑锅。终究是要想人不知，除非己莫为。 
________________________________
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M Gmail Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com> 

Re: review article 
1 message 

Huimin Liu <huimin.liu@sydney.edu.au>  Mon, Apr 22, 2019 at 9:12 AM 
To: "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>,taofeng <taofeng@fzu.edu.cn>, Franklin Tao 
<franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>，"Iiuhuimin0123@gmail.com" <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com>, 
"liuhuimin08@tsinghua.org.cn" <liuhuimin08@tsinghua.org.cn>, "15810724205@163.com" 
<15810724205@163.com> 

Please never say 'how I could help you to move it forward' or 'I would do whatever I could to help you 
succeed”. Sorry I do not need any help to succeed. I am just requesting what I should deserve. 

I won't take what doesn't belong to me, and I won’t concede one inch of what should be mine. This is 
my principle. I have said the hard truth in front. I think you must remember these words, 'I am not 
mindful of narrow personal gains and losses.  But when anything that belongs to me is taken away, my 
counterattack will be very strong and very extreme.' I think that you wanted to have this experience, so 
I am satisfying your wish. 

I am very busy, but I can always spare some time to do something. If I can't even protect my own in-
terests, what is the point of me being so busy? Or it would be preparing a dowry for someone else! ！ 
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LAMPE, STEPHEN (KC) (FBI)

From: Carlson, Jeffery H. (KC) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2019 4:10 PM
To: Lampe, Stephen (KC) (FBI)
Subject: FW: Form submission from: Anonymous Reporting Form

Importance: High

 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Taylor Jr, Carl Edward [mailto:ctaylor31@ku.edu]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2019 11:40 AM 
To: Carlson, Jeffery H. (KC) (FBI) <JCarlson@fbi.gov>; Bakken, Scott A. (KC) (FBI) <sabakken@fbi.gov> 
Subject: FW: Form submission from: Anonymous Reporting Form 
Importance: High 
 
Jeff/Scott 
 
Please see below.  I am at Fairway today.  We should talk.  Phone is fine. 
 
Carl 
 
 
Carl Taylor 
Director | Office of Global Operations & Security University of Kansas 
 
Lawrence Campus:      
2029 Becker Drive | BTBC, Room 139 | Lawrence, KS 66047                 
(W) 785-864-1859     
gos@ku.edu                                                                                                     
 
University of Kansas Medical Center Campus: 
2001 Murphy | 3901 Rainbow Blvd. | Kansas City, KS 66160 
(W) 785-864-1859 
 
 
 
The information transmitted by this email communication is only for the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged material. Any interception, review, retransmission, dissemination, or other use and/or 
taking of any action upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited by law 
and may subject them to criminal or civil liability. If you received this communication in error, please contact us 
immediately at (785) 864-1859, and delete the communication from any computer or network system. 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Taylor Jr, Carl Edward 
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2019 11:38 AM 
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To: Grunewald, Kimberly <kgrunewald@ku.edu>; Fugett, Julie C (jcf@ku.edu) <jcf@ku.edu> 
Cc: Goddard, Diane Hoose <dgoddard@ku.edu> 
Subject: FW: Form submission from: Anonymous Reporting Form 
Importance: High 
 
CONFIDENTIAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
This document contains security information or procedures of a public agency; information and records which would 
pose a substantial likelihood of revealing security measures if disclosed; and information in which opinions are 
expressed or policies or actions are proposed. Accordingly, this document is exempt from disclosure pursuant to K.S.A. 
45-221(a)(12); 45-221(a)(45); 45-221(a)(20); and all other applicable open records exemptions. 
 
Kim 
Please see the email below from Mike Russell.  The links are in Chinese.  One of the men pictured in a photo does appear 
to be Prof Tao.  I am going to work with Julie to see if she can track the IP back and provide any identifying data.  If not 
federal LE may be able to.  I will share with our liaison contacts and then we will get together to discuss next steps.  I am 
at the Med Ctr today.  Can you or Diane pop into the Provost and make him aware? I know we have little to know info, 
however this is a serious allegation and I think he should at least know someone put this out there. 
 
Julie 
Can you identify anything from the IP address?  I will also need you to scrub my computer tomorrow because I clicked on 
the links (on purpose) to see if I could glean anything. 
 
Carl 
 
Carl Taylor 
Director | Office of Global Operations & Security University of Kansas 
 
Lawrence Campus:      
2029 Becker Drive | BTBC, Room 139 | Lawrence, KS 66047                 
(W) 785-864-1859     
gos@ku.edu                                                                                                     
 
University of Kansas Medical Center Campus: 
2001 Murphy | 3901 Rainbow Blvd. | Kansas City, KS 66160 
(W) 785-864-1859 
 
 
 
The information transmitted by this email communication is only for the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged material. Any interception, review, retransmission, dissemination, or other use and/or 
taking of any action upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited by law 
and may subject them to criminal or civil liability. If you received this communication in error, please contact us 
immediately at (785) 864-1859, and delete the communication from any computer or network system. 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Russell, Mike <mjrussell@ku.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2019 11:15 AM 
To: Rounds, Mike <m528r913@ku.edu>; Taylor Jr, Carl Edward <ctaylor31@ku.edu>; Chasen, Jeff <jchasen@ku.edu>; 
Keary, Chris <ckeary@ku.edu> 
Subject: FW: Form submission from: Anonymous Reporting Form 
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FYI. 
This came in to EHS this morning. 
Not sure where to go with it but pretty sure not an issue for EHS at this time. 
Pretty strong accusation. 
 
Mike Russell 
 
________________________________________ 
From: ehsdept@ku.edu <ehsdept@ku.edu> on behalf of Environment, Health and Safety <ehsdept@ku.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2019 10:21 PM 
To: Environment Health and Safety 
Subject: Form submission from: Anonymous Reporting Form 
 
Submitted on Tuesday, April 30, 2019 - 22:21 Submitted by anonymous user: 216.9.110.2 Submitted values are: 
 
Timeframe of Activity: Espionage 
 
Location of Occurrence: KU 
 
 
Provide names of any individuals who are involved in the questionable activity and how: Franklin Feng Tao in 
Department of Chemical & Petroleum Engineering  
 
Describe the activity (please provide as much information as possible): He took another full term paid position in his 
home country China. 
 
Describe any physical evidence or documentation you have or are aware of:  
http://news.sciencenet.cn/htmlnews/2018/1/399176.shtm 
http://fuzhou.xuexiaodaquan.com/news/2018/2016970.html 
 
 
Describe how you became aware of the activity: Internet exploration. 
 
Are there other witnesses to the activity or have you reported the activity to others (please explain): Not sure. 
 
Would you like for someone from EHS to contact you? If yes, please provide contact information.: Sorry. 
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LAMPE, STEPHEN (KC) (FBI)

From: xiaoyan zhang <xiaoyanzhang12@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 12, 2019 4:36 AM
To: Patton, Bridget B. (KC) (FBI)
Subject: Franklin (Feng) Tao in the University of Kansas is taking a Changjiang Professorship in 

China.  He may be a scientific espionage. 

Dear officer, 
 
This is xiaoyan. 
 
Here I write you the email to let you know that Franklin (Feng) Tao in the department of chemical and petroleum 
engineering of the University of Kansas is taking the full time and full salary Changjiang Professor position in 
Fuzhou University in China. I also submitted a tip in the website. 
 
Changjiang professorship is one of the talent plans by Chinese government. The person involved in this project 
has to sign an at least 5 years’ contract with the university in China, and there is also a requirement for the period 
of time he has to spent in the university in China (around 9 months/year). 
 
Franklin (Feng) Tao took that position in Fuzhou University in China in May 2018. The evidences are listed 
below. 
 
(1)  http://news.sciencenet.cn/htmlnews/2018/1/399176.shtm. This is the website to list the information of the 

Changjiang professors selected in 2017.  The information related to him is shown in Chinese below. The 
English translation is also attached. 

福州大学 陶丰 物理化学 美国堪萨斯大学 

Fuzhou University Feng Tao Physical Chemistry 
The University of Kansas, 
USA 

 
(2)  https://freewechat.com/a/MzAxMzMyMDkzMA==/2649334100/1. Fuzhou University also reported the 

selection of Feng Tao as a Changjiang Professor. The information related to him is marked in red square in 
the website. 

 
(3)  http://fuzhou.xuexiaodaquan.com/news/2018/2016970.html. This is an advertisement made by Fuzhou 

University, the leader of Fuzhou University met Feng Tao and welcome his join in Fuzhou University. It 
stated Feng Tao is the first Changjiang Professor in Fuzhou University introduced directly from oversea 
Universities. 

 
(4)  https://nengyuan.nxu.edu.cn/info/1045/1535.htm. This is an introduction of academic report made by Franklin 

Feng Tao. Inside it is clearly said Franklin Tao is a Changjiang Professor in Fuzhou University (陶丰

（Franklin Tao），福州大学长江学者), and his other introduction matches very well with the biography of 
Franklin Tao in KU. 

 
(5)  He has the affiliations of both KU and Fuzhou University in some of his publications 

(https://franklintao.ku.edu/publications). These publications include "Synergy of Single-Atom Ni1 and 
Ru1 Sites on CeO2 for Dry Reforming of CH4.", “In-Situ Formation of Isolated Bimetallic PtCe Sites of 
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Single-Dispersed Pt on CeO2 for Low Temperature CO Oxidation.” and“XPS studies of the surface of metal 
catalyst nanoparticles in a flowing liquid.”. 

 
(6)  May 2018-July 2018 and December 2018-March 2019, Franklin Tao is absent from KU and USA. During 

these periods, he has mainly in China for his Changjiang Professorship. 
 
I am here just letting you know the circumstance. I believe you have good ways to handle it. 
 
If you need my further help, I am happy to assist. 
 
All the best 
 
Xiaoyan 
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LAMPE, STEPHEN (KC) (FBI)

From: Carlson, Jeffery H. (KC) (FBI)
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 3:44 PM
To: Lampe, Stephen (KC) (FBI)
Subject: FW: Concerning Feng Tao
Attachments: 2019-05-16 AP-XPS-??? v2.pptx; ATT00001.htm

 
 

From: Taylor Jr, Carl Edward [mailto:ctaylor31@ku.edu]  
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2019 1:26 PM 
To: Grunewald, Kimberly <kgrunewald@ku.edu>; Battiston, Matthew Mario <mmbattiston@ku.edu>; Carlson, Jeffery H. 
(KC) (FBI) <JCarlson@fbi.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Concerning Feng Tao 
 

Just got this 

Carl Taylor  

Director  

Global Operations & Security  

 

 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Chris Liang" <chris.emy.liang@gmail.com> 

To: "Taylor Jr, Carl Edward" <ctaylor31@ku.edu> 

Subject: Re: Concerning Feng Tao 

Dear Carl, 
 

Thank you very much. 
 

I checked the funded researches of Prof. Tao by NSF and DOE. There are 
similarity and overlap between the proposals he submitted to the 
Chinese government and the ones in US. 
 

His similar funded ones in US by NSF and DOE are (1) New Vacuum X-ray 
Photoelectron Spectrometer for Advanced Research in Interdisciplinary 
Research Areas, NSF (2) Understanding Oxidative Dehydrogenation of 
Ethane and Oxidative Coupling of Methane through In-situ Studies of Catalyst 
Surface during Catalysis and Computational Studies, DE-SC0014561. (3) 
Catalysis on Singly Dispersed Bimetallic Catalytic Sites, NSF-14612121.    
 

In order to further check it, I contacted NSF and DOE for further information. 
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Additionally, some one sent me the attached PPT. This PPT was done by 
Prof. Tao and he sent it to his customers. Inside the PPT, he wrote the 
parameters of the ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
produced by his company and also the prices of the machine (his information 
is on the last slide of the PPT). I am not sure, but maybe his company in 
China has already been established.  
 

Hope it helps. 
All the best  
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

Chemical Society Reviews - CS-SYN-06-2018-000488.R1
1 message

Huimin LIU <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 4, 2019 at 1:20 AM
To: jacurran@ku.edu, "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>

Dear officer in internal Audit in the University of Kansas,

I am sorry that I have a few more papers concerning authorship issues and needs your help.

Prof. Franklin Feng Tao in the department of chemical and petroleum engineering is the corresponding 
author of the planning to submitted review paper. 

The review was started at the year of 2016 (Evidenced by Email 1 below). I wrote the core parts and most 
time consuming parts (sections 3, 5, 6 and 7) and finished it on Sep. 2017 and sent those parts to Prof. 
Franklin Feng Tao (Evidenced by Email 2 below). We wrote the proposal and get the proposal approved by 
Chemical Society review on June 2018 (In the proposal, I was the only author except the corresponding 
author Prof. Tao, Evidenced by Email 3 below). On 15th Dec. 2018, Prof. Tao asked me to send the parts 
written by me to him, I sent it to him, and he said he would continuously work on it (Evidenced by Emails 4-
6 below).

On 10th Jan. 2019, Prof. Tao sent me the manuscript for some revision. Meanwhile, he said he plan to place 
Yu Tang as the first author (Prof. Tao said Yu helped him in preparing his parts) and I am the second author 
(Evidenced by Email 7 below).

I got the evidence that Yu Tang contributed nothing to this review by that time, even though Prof. Tao 
insisted to say Yu Tang helped him to write his parts. Could you please helped me to check it? If convenient, 
could you please ask Yu Tang or Prof. Tao to send us the evidences for Yu Tang's contribution?

Thank you very much.
Best regards
Huimin
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

Huimin LIU <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com> Tue, Jun 4, 2019 at 1:25 PM
To: jchasen@ku.edu, "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>

Dear officer in the office of integrity and compliance in the University of Kansas,

This is Huimin Liu, once I was visiting scholar in your university.

Here we have a review paper concerning the authorship issues, it needs your help.

The paper is  "cr-2018-00114s.R2 - Understanding Catalyst Surfaces during Catalysis through Near 
Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Author(s): Nguyen, Luan; Tao, Franklin; Tang, Yu; Dou, Jian; Liu, Huimin; Bao, Xiaojun".

One corresponding author is Prof. Franklin Feng Tao in the department of chemical and petroleum 
engineering. 

Each of the authors stated they merit their contribution.

However, I clearly know only Prof. Franklin Feng Tao contributed to it. Others, if they have contributions, 
their contributions must be very little. What's more, I have strong evidence that one corresponding author 
did not contribute sufficiently to merit the authorship (the email is available below, sorry it is in Chinese). 

Could you please check it equally with authority? If convenient, could you please suggest all authors to 
provide their evidences for contribution?

Thank you very much.
Best regards
Huimin
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

Tue, Jun 4, 2019 at 1:33 PMHuimin LIU <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com>
To: "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>, taofeng@fzu.edu.cn

Sorry，我发现昨天我发错邮箱了。今天重新发一次。如此而已。

既然您的文章已经online，那就不着急了。可以慢慢查。

没有结果对我也没影响。

就像您的做法一样，我去不去福大无所谓，您一定要把我在悉尼的职位毁掉一样。

我知道美国的tenure职位也不是我举报你署名不正就可以解决的。不过目前好像流行科技间谍一词哦。

还是小心为妙。给过您很多次机会，您都没有care。好多时候事情发生之后再补偿已经过时了。

On Mon, 3 Jun 2019 at 22:56, Huimin LIU <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com> wrote:
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M Gmail Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com> 

Huimin LIU <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com> 

To: "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>, taofeng@fzu.edu.cn 

Sorry, I have found out that I sent an email to a wrong address yesterday. I will send it again today. This is it. 

Since your article has already been published online, we don't have to rush. We can take our time to check it. 

Not having any results will not affect me. 

Just like what you do, I don't care if I can go to Fuzhou University, as you intended to ruin my position in Sydney.  

I know that the issue with the tenure in the United States cannot be solved even if I haven't reported you about your 

byline being incorrect. However, it seems that the term "tech spy" is very popular nowadays. 

You should be careful. I have given you many chances and you didn't care. After a thing happens, any compensation 

will be out of date. 

Tue, Jun 4, 2019 at 1:33 PM 

On Mon, 3 Jun 2019 at 22:56, Huimin LIU <liuhuimin0123@gmail.com> wrote: 
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TRANSLATION CERTIFICATION 
 

 

Date: November 14, 2019 
 

To whom it may concern: 
 

This is to certify that the attached translation from Mandarin into English is an accurate 
representation of the documents received by this office. 

 
The documents are designated as: 

 06-04-2019 e1_English 

 05-03-2019 z1_English 

 05-06-2019 c1_English 

 04-30-2019 y1_English 

 04-22-2019 b1_English 

 
Jay Bragg, project manager in this company, attests to the following: 

 
“To the best of my knowledge, the aforementioned documents are a true, full and accurate 
translation of the specified documents. I affirm that the provided translation was produced 
under the ISO 9001:2015 certified quality management process and the agents responsible for 
the specified translations are qualified to translate and review documents for the above 
language pair.” 

 

 

 
Signature of Jay Bragg 
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1

Generated: 06/13/2019 3:15 PM EDT

Incident Summary

555941_KC (U) NTOC2019 160JCF03 E-Tip: Alleged Espionage by University of Kansas
Professor, Giving Intellectual Property to China. (KC)

franklin Tao 555941_KC
Status: Closed (on 06/13/2019)

Opening – Referral meets criteria to open
a PI/FI. Refer to referenced case number

(U) franklin Tao
Subject Type: Main
Locations: (U) Room 112, LSRL

Building B, The
University of Kansas
Lawrence Kansas
United States 66047
Other
Room 112, LSRL
Building B, The
University of Kansas
Lawrence,
Kansas 66047
United States
38.9341, -95.2674

Contact
Information:

(U)  5103160391

Status: Closed
Information Only

Threat to Life: No
Report Type: Espionage
Activity Type: China
Observed: 06/09/2019  05:47:49  PM
Time Zone: GMT -05:00
Receipt Method: Other
Reported By: JEFFERY FLUHARTY
eGuardian ID: DCFBIWAE1-2019-04649
Field Office: KANSAS CITY
Assigned Squad: KC-04
Approver(s): KC-04 Supervisors
Report Creator: eG eGuardian
Report Owner: JEFFERY FLUHARTY

Baseline Collection
Database/Resource Queries

Date Last Checked Database

Baseline Compliant ☐

Baseline Collection Plan
Authorized Methods Utilized

Date Last Checked Technique Utilized

Baseline Compliant ☐

(U) (U) On 06/09/2019 01:47:49 PM Eastern Time, Luan Nguyen, Phone: 913-291-7355,
Work Address, LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas, 1501 Wakarusa Dr., Lawrence,
KS. United States 66047 submitted an online tip to the FBI National Tip Operations Center
(NTOC) Unit, formerly known as PAL, Regarding allegations of espionage by a colleague at the
university, complainant claims the subject is giving intellectual property to China.

(U) Date Submitted: 06/09/2019 01:47:49 PM EST
Transaction Number: 8875AC71-A457-4702-9A11-3A5478E12867

(U) Submitted Text:
Prof. Franklin Feng Tao in the University of Kansas is conducting scientific espionage
activities. Since 2018, Franklin Feng Tao takes a Changjiang distinguished professor
position in Fuzhou University, China. The title is issued by Chinese government. It is
required for the recipient to work for the Chinese university 9 months per year. These links
provide evidences for his employment in Fuzhou University. You can confirm these by
comparing with his website in the University of Kansas (https://franklintao.ku.edu/franklin-
tao). http://news.sciencenet.cn/htmlnews/2018/1/399176.shtm http://chem.fzu.edu.cn/
html/szdw/jsml/zgj/2019/03/05/44a9ea01-a2ab-4df7-ba89-53c6ee6a4759.html http://
fuzhou.xuexiaodaquan.com/news/2018/2016970.html https://freewechat.com/a/
MzAxMzMyMDkzMA==/2649334100/1 http://www.sohu.com/a/253293599_349424 Franklin
Feng Tao is transferring the intellectual properties of the University of Kansas and US to
China. He established a shadow lab in Fuzhou University. He submitted several proposals
that are similar to the funded ones in US. The proposals he submitted to Chinese government
are (1) Establishing ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for laboratory use.
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(2) Developing bimetallic catalysts for ethane aromatization. (3) Controlled synthesis of
single atom catalysts for low temperature methane activation. I attached these proposals
for your reference. I attached these proposals for your reference. His similar funded ones
in US are (1) New Vacuum X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer for Advanced Research in
Interdisciplinary Research Areas, NSF (2) Understanding Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Ethane
and Oxidative Coupling of Methane through In-situ Studies of Catalyst Surface during Catalysis
and Computational Studies, DE-SC0014561. (3) Catalysis on Singly Dispersed Bimetallic
Catalytic Sites, NSF-14612121. Franklin Feng Tao is also stealing the intellectual property of
ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to China.
Violation: Espionage

(U) Complainant Information
First Name: Luan
Middle Name:
Last Name: Nguyen
Age:
DOB: 11/9/1989
Additional Info:
Type: Cell
Phone: 913-291-7355
Extension:
Account: l901n090@ku.edu
Type: Business
Address: LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas, 1501 Wakarusa Dr.
City: Lawrence
State: Kansas
Zip: 66047
Country: United States

(U) Subject Information
First Name: franklin
Middle Name:
Last Name: Tao
Age: 48
DOB:
Additional Info: I don't have evidence for his behaviour of stealing the intellectual property of
ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
Type: Cell
Phone: 5103160391
Extension:
Type: Business
Address: Room 112, LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas
City: Lawrence
State: Kansas
Zip: 66047
Country: United States

(U) Remote IP: 192.31.105.152
Remote Host: api.fbi.gov
Http Referrer: https://www.fbi.gov/tips
User Browser: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like
Gecko) Chrome/72.0.3626.121 Safari/537.36

(U) Latitude: 37.8736
Longitude: -122.257
Country: US
Region: California
City: Berkeley
Postal Code: 94720
Timezone: -07:00

(U)Legal Caveat: (U//FOUO) THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN HAS BEEN
DETERMINED BY THE FBI TO BE PERTINENT TO & WITHIN THE SCOPE OF AN
AUTHORIZED LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY & SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN THE
CONTEXT OF THE ASSESSMENT OR PREDICATED INVESTIGATION TO WHICH THE
INFORMATION RELATES. PARTICULAR ATTENTION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE
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AUTHORIZED PURPOSE FOR COLLECTING & RECORDING THIS INFORMATION
PURSUANT TO THE ATTORNEY

Database Queries:

(U) Guardian Query for "Luan Nguyen" revealed 3 results. Not related.

(U) Guardian Query for "Franklin Tao" revealed 0 results.

(U) Sentinel Query for "Luan Nguyen" revealed 763 results. Unable to positively match.

(U) Sentinel Query for "Franklin Tao" revealed 75 results. xxxx-KC-2115022-FISUR 21, see
contents of this case.

(U) DIVS Query for Franklin Tao and Lawrence, KS. 66047. revealed 12 results.

(U) Open Source Query: Reviewed links. (Attached), had to translate 5 of the 6 from Chinese
to English. No apparent criminal activity seen.

Subjects

(U) franklin Tao
Subject Type: Main
Locations: (U) Room 112, LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas Lawrence Kansas United States

66047
Other
Room 112, LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66047
United States
38.9341, -95.2674

Contact
Information:

(U)  5103160391

Witnesses

(U) Luan Nguyen (11/09/1989)
Witness Type: Private Citizen
Locations: (U) LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas, 1501 Wakarusa Dr. Lawrence Kansas United

States 66047
Other
LSRL Building B, The University of Kansas, 1501 Wakarusa Dr.
Lawrence, Kansas 66047
United States
38.9561, -95.307

Contact
Information:

(U)  l901n090@ku.edu
(U)  913-291-7355

Locations

(U) Untitled
Other
 
NaNNaN

Attachments

Notes
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(U) Addition/Correction to Complainant/Witness
Description: Witness Luan Nguyen Phone Numbers: 913-291-7355 (type) Mobile
Status: Approved
History:

06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Imported note from EGUARDIAN eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

(U) Addition/Correction to Subject
Description: Subject franklin Tao Phone Numbers: 5103160391 (type) Mobile
Status: Approved
History:

06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Imported note from EGUARDIAN eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

(U) Incident additional information
Description: Submitting Organization Details

ORI: DCFBIWAE1
Name: National Threat Operations Center
Phone: Local FBI Office
Email: Contact Local FBI Office
Phone 2: 304-625-0990
Phone 3: DCFBIWAE1
Agency Name 1: Federal
Agency Name 2: Contact Local FBI Office
Agency Name 3: National Threat Ops. Center
Street Number: 1000
Street Name: Custer Hollow Road
City: Clarksburg
State: WV
Country: USA
Zip Code: 26306

Incident Author Information
ORI: DCFBIWAE1
Email: 24b92627-29a5-4985-8412-cdf3245953d5
Last Name: FLUHARTY
First Name: JEFFERY

Police Report: PALM:8875AC71-A457-4702-9A11-3A5478E12867.636957050121660763
Created Timestamp: 2019-06-09T15:23:35.27
Modified Timestamp: 2019-06-09T15:23:35.269

Status: Approved
History:

06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Imported note from EGUARDIAN eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

(U) Incident Behaviors from eGuardian
Description: Other
Status: Approved
History:

06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Imported note from EGUARDIAN eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

(U) Selected Field Office for Routing
Description: Selected Field Office: CJIS
Status: Approved
History:

06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Imported note from EGUARDIAN eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

Referrals

Has this matter
been referred
to OGA/State/
Local?

No
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Disposition

(U//FOUO) Disposition
Note: Case already opened
Investigation Type: Full
Disposition: Opening – Referral meets criteria to open a PI/FI. Refer to

referenced case number
Associated Case Numbers: 284G-KC-3111379

Workflow
06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Imported Incident from EGUARDIAN Assigned By: eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

Assigned To: ( CJIS )
06/09/2019  03:37:57  PM Submitted Imported Incident Assigned By: eG eGuardian ( GMU /SAR )

Assigned To: ( CJIS )
06/09/2019  03:39:14  PM Change incident program Assigned By: PAUL ETHRIDGE ( CJIS /D1-

NTOC  )
Assigned To: ( CJIS /D1-NTOC  )

06/09/2019  03:40:00  PM Reserve Incident Assigned By: PAUL ETHRIDGE ( CJIS /D1-
NTOC  )

Assigned To: ( CJIS /D1-NTOC  )
06/09/2019  03:40:28  PM Incident opening declined

e-Guardian Resubmitted for Completion
Assigned By: PAUL ETHRIDGE ( CJIS /D1-

NTOC  )
Assigned To: JEFFERY FLUHARTY ( CJIS

/D1-NTOC  )
06/09/2019  03:46:12  PM Incident submitted for opening Assigned By: JEFFERY FLUHARTY ( CJIS

/D1-NTOC  )
Assigned To: ( CJIS /D1-NTOC  )

06/09/2019  03:55:05  PM Reserve Incident Assigned By: DAVID BROOKS ( CJIS /D1-
NTOC  )

Assigned To: ( CJIS /D1-NTOC  )
06/09/2019  03:57:54  PM Incident transferred

E-Tip: Alleged Espionage by University of Kansas Professor,
Giving Intellectual Property to China. (KC) This information is being
provided for any action deemed necessary.

Assigned By: DAVID BROOKS ( CJIS /D1-
NTOC  )

Assigned To: ( KANSAS CITY )

06/09/2019  04:24:54  PM Incident assigned Assigned By: BRITTANY WELLER (
KANSAS CITY /KC-InfraGard )

Assigned To: ( KANSAS CITY /KC-23 )
06/10/2019  10:22:29  AM Incident reassigned

CI matters in Lawrence are managed by Squad 4.
Assigned By: JAMIE ROHRBAUGH (

KANSAS CITY /KC-23 )
Assigned To: ( KANSAS CITY /KC-04 )

06/11/2019  04:36:19  PM Incident assigned for pre-assessment
For action as deemed necessary.

Assigned By: JEFFERY CARLSON (
KANSAS CITY /KC-04 )

Assigned To: STEPHEN LAMPE ( KANSAS
CITY /KC-04 )

06/13/2019  11:09:30  AM Incident submitted from pre-assessment Assigned By: STEPHEN LAMPE ( KANSAS
CITY /KC-04 )

Assigned To: ( KANSAS CITY /KC-04 )
06/13/2019  03:15:01  PM Closed as Information Only Assigned By: JEFFERY CARLSON (

KANSAS CITY /KC-04 )
Assigned To: ( KANSAS CITY /KC-04 )
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

Huimin Liu <huimin.liu@sydney.edu.au> Tue, Apr 30, 2019 at 11:28 AM
To: "Tao, Franklin Feng" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>

Dear Prof. Tao, 

Thank you very much for your suggestions. 

I know my temper is not good occasionally and I also know offending words are not polite. However, it is 
difficult for me to change it. 

Most of my previous supervisors and administrators say I am nice, gentle and reliable. Because they are 
nice, gentle and reliable to me, too. Or at least, they are not bad to me. 

I seldom give my bad tempers. I know everybody has his/her own characters. Most of the time I would give 
others my principles and baselines beforehand. My bad temper can't be stopped if someone wants to 
low/break my principles and baselines even after remainder for several times, regardless the status and 
reputation of the person. 

Could you please give me some suggestions on it? What will you do if someone frequently break your 
principles and baseline? 

If your suggestion is good, I will try to change my temper. 

Best regards 
Huimin 
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

I am sorry. 

15810724205@163.com <15810724205@163.com> Fri, May 3, 2019 at 10:25 PM
To: "franklin.feng.tao" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>

Dear Prof. Tao, 

I am sorry for what I did in this year, especially yesterday. I am sorry for my bad temper to you. 

I promise it will not happen again. 

To express my apologies, I will give up the authorship to the review paper. You can use my parts for free if 
you need. 

Sorry again. 
Best regards 
Huimin 

Sent on the go with Vodafone
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Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com>

非常对不起陶老师！
1 message

spring <272884707@qq.com> Fri, May 3, 2019 at 10:06 PM
To: "franklin.feng.tao" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu>

陶老师您好！
我是会敏的妈妈，我听她说昨天的事了。首先我替她对您表示诚挚的歉意，真的非常对不起！
非常感谢陶老师您给会敏工作机会，感谢您一直对她帮助和照顾。会敏说您是领域的领军人物，她对您特别
崇拜，您能选择她让她跟您做事是她的天大的福分。
可她年轻气盛不懂事，惹您生气，给您添了那么大的麻烦，真的非常对不起！希望您大人大量，能够宽恕
她。
我们已经教育过她了，她一会儿也会亲自跟您道歉，并保证下次不会再发生这样的事。
非常对不起陶老师！
祝陶老师您身体健康，工作顺利！
会敏妈妈
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M Gmail Franklin Tao <franklin.tao.2017@gmail.com> 

I am very sorry, Teacher Tao! 
1 message 

spring <272884707@qq.com>  Fri, May 3, 2019 at 10:06 PM 
To: "franklin.feng.tao" <franklin.feng.tao@ku.edu> 

Dear Teacher Tao! 

I am Huimin’s mother. I heard her say what happened yesterday. First of all, I sincerely apologize to 

you for her. I am really sorry! 

I am very grateful that you gave Huimin a job opportunity. Thank you for the help and care you give he

r all the time. Huimin said that you are a leader in the field. She admires you tremendously. You choo

sing her and letting her work with you is a great blessing for her.  

But she is too young and not mature. She has irritated you and caused so much trouble for you. I am re

ally sorry! I hope that you can be kind and forgive her. 

We have already spoken to her. She will personally apologize to you in a moment, and promise that this 

will not happen again. 

I am deeply sorry, Teacher Tao! 

I wish you good health and smooth work! 

Huimin’s mother 
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TRANSLATION CERTIFICATION 
 

 

Date: November 14, 2019 
 

To whom it may concern: 
 

This is to certify that the attached translation from Mandarin into English is an accurate 
representation of the documents received by this office. 

 
The documents are designated as: 

 06-04-2019 e1_English 

 05-03-2019 z1_English 

 05-06-2019 c1_English 

 04-30-2019 y1_English 

 04-22-2019 b1_English 

 
Jay Bragg, project manager in this company, attests to the following: 

 
“To the best of my knowledge, the aforementioned documents are a true, full and accurate 
translation of the specified documents. I affirm that the provided translation was produced 
under the ISO 9001:2015 certified quality management process and the agents responsible for 
the specified translations are qualified to translate and review documents for the above 
language pair.” 

 

 

 
Signature of Jay Bragg 
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Carlson, Jeffery H. (KC) (FBI)

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

liu <15810724205@163.com>

Tuesday, July 09, 20194:03 PM

Carlson, Jeffery H. (KC) (FBI)

Response

Dear Carlson,

Nice to meet you today. I am sorry for taking your time on this issue.

For the talk today, I have to admit that I lied in some of the items.

(1) I do not know whether there are other person reporting this issue or not, I reported it using the name of others,

such as Xiaoyan, Luan Nguyen or Chris Liang, via email or reported to FBI directly. I am sorry for my fault and I am

sorry for making troubles to others.

(2) For the contract of Franklin, I downloaded it from his email address. Last year, he asked me to write proposals to

apply to Chinese government. The account and password for proposal submission are the same as his email in

Fuzhou University. Sometimes I login his email address and check some information.

(3) For his funding applications in Fuzhou University, I downloaded it from his proposal submission account, since

last year when he asked me to write the proposal for him, he gave me the account and password. The proposal I

wrote last year failed, he and other colleagues rewrote and submitted it again this year.

(4) I communicated with Xiaoyan sometimes last year, but I did not communicate with her this year.

Others are correct information to the best of my knowledge. I will accept any penalty for my wrongdoings. I am sorry

for that.

I will be appreciated if you could stop checking the issues with Franklin. If the issues have to be continued and my

answer have to be yes, then it is yes.

Thank you very much.

Best regards

Huimin

1
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1

LAMPE, STEPHEN (KC) (FBI)

From: Taylor Jr, Carl Edward <ctaylor31@ku.edu>
Sent: Sunday, July 07, 2019 2:57 PM
To: Lampe, Stephen (KC) (FBI)
Cc: Grunewald, Kimberly
Subject: Re: Please respond

1. If he disclosed full time employment with another university he would have had to make a choice KU or the other 
place. 
 
2. Ku has no international agreement with Fuzhou University. 
 
Carl Taylor  
Director  
Global Operations & Security  
 
 
 
> On Jul 7, 2019, at 2:32 PM, Lampe, Stephen (KC) (FBI) <slampe@fbi.gov> wrote: 
>  
> Kim and Carl, 
>  
> Please answer the following questions: 
>  
> Had Tao disclosed full-time employment with an entity other than the University of Kansas, would he have gained, or 
maintained, employment with the University of Kansas?  
>  
> Has the University of Kansas had collaborative research agreements with Fuzhou University in China? If so, do you 
know the start and end dates of that collaboration? 
>  
> Feel free to call me today at my desk number listed below if you'd like to discuss.  
>  
> Thank you, 
> Steve 
>  
> SA Steve Lampe 
> FBI Kansas City 
> D: 816-512-8735 
>  
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